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Abstract Successive interference cancellation is used to detect discrete modulation symbols transmitted
over a 1000 km fiber-optic link. A transmitter and receiver are presented that have linear complexity in the
number of transmitted symbols and achieve the information rates of previous studies that use continuous
modulations. ©2024 The Author(s)

Introduction
We investigate communication via wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) through optical net-
works where receivers can access only their own
WDM channel. Motivated by first-order regular
perturbation[1],[2], the distortions caused by cross-
phase modulation (XPM) are modeled as phase
noise with correlations over many symbols[3],[4].
Lower bounds on the end-to-end mutual infor-
mation (MI) after joint detection and decoding
(JDD) were developed in[5],[6] by using particle fil-
tering. However, it is not obvious how to com-
bine such receiver algorithms with concrete coded
modulations. For example, turbo detection and
decoding[7]–[9] is an option but requires dedicated
code design and receiver iterations[10]. Instead,
a receiver that uses successive interference can-
cellation (SIC) allows using off-the-shelf codes[11];
see also[12]–[14]. Prior work studied receiver per-
formance for continuous alphabet signaling. In
this contribution, we investigate discrete modula-
tion using probabilistically-shaped star quadrature-
amplitude modulation (QAM).

System Model
Consider transmitting a vector x of n symbols sam-
pled independently from a constellation X . After
pulse-shaping with a sinc-filter, the signal propa-
gates over a channel described by the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE). The signal is dis-
turbed by WDM signals co-propagating at different
wavelengths, and the receiver can access only the
wavelengths of interest through a bandpass filter.
The receiver applies sampling, single-channel digi-
tal backpropagation (DBP), matched filtering using
a sinc-filter and downsampling to symbol rate to
obtain the received vector y.

The receiver approximates the channel from the
input x to the output y using a correlated phase
and additive noise (CPAN) model[6]:

yi ≈ xie
jθi + ni (1)

where the phase noise is modeled as a Gaussian
process θi = µδθi−1 + σδδi where δi is sampled
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Fig. 1: Discretizing a CSCG density to obtain a shaped star
QAM constellation. Brightness indicates a-priori probability.

independent of θi−1 and x from a standard Gaus-
sian distribution. The values µδ and σδ are chosen
so the steady-state variance σ2

θ = σ2
δ/(1− µ2

δ) has
a desired value which can be found by training[6].
The additive noise ni is sampled from a circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) distribution
with variance σ2

n. We thus have the complex-
alphabet surrogate channel model

q(yi|xi, θi) =
1

πσ2
n

exp

(
−
∣∣yi − xie

jθi
∣∣2

σ2
n

)
(2)

and the conditional probability density function
(pdf)

p(θi|θi−1) = N (θi;µδθi−1, σ
2
δ ) (3)

where N (x;µ, σ2) is a Gaussian pdf in x with mean
µ and variance σ2.

Constellation Design
The receiver design in[11] requires the conditional
pdf q(yi|θi) =

∫
p(xi)q(yi|xi, θi)dxi to be constant

in θi, which is the case for CSCG and unidistant
Rayleigh ring (URR) distributions. The latter is a
ring constellation obtained by discretizing a CSCG
in amplitude.

To obtain a discrete constellation, we further
discretize URR distributions in phase to obtain
probabilistically-shaped star-QAM constellations,
see Fig. 1. The absolute value ri and phase γi of
xi are modulated independently and have proba-
bility mass functions (pmfs)

P (ri) =
ri
C

exp

(
− r2i
Ptx

)
, P (γi) =

1

np
(4)

where Ptx is the average transmit power, C is a nor-
malization constant, and np is the cardinality of the
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Fig. 2: SIC with two stages.

phase set
{
0, 2π

np
, 2 2π

np
, . . . , (np − 1) 2πnp

}
. For these

constellations, q(yi|θi) =
∑

xi
P (xi)q(yi|xi, θi) is

approximately constant in θi, and the approxima-
tion error increases in the distance of consecu-
tive points with the same amplitude ri, hence de-
creases in np.

Successive Interference Cancellation
For decoding, it is practical to have independent
information for each data symbol xi. For exam-
ple, the separate detection and decoding (SDD)
a-posteriori metric for xi is q(xi|y). In contrast, the
JDD a-posteriori metric q(x|y) has dependencies
that give side information for each data symbol
and provide improved achievable information rates
(AIRs) compared to SDD. However, this metric is
usually too complex for practical decoding.

We use SIC to provide practical a-posteriori met-
rics while keeping the loss in terms of AIR com-
pared to JDD small. For two SIC-stages, the phase
γ = [γ1, γ2, . . .] of the transmit vector is divided
into vectors α and β of length n/2 in the fashion
γ = [α1, β1, α2, β2, . . .]. The algorithm operates as
follows; see Fig. 2.

1. Detect and decode the absolute value using
SDD. Detector 1 passes a-posteriori informa-
tion q(ri|y) to decoder 1. Decoding is error-
free for long error-correcting codes and trans-
mission rates below the AIR.

2. Decoder 1 passes r to detector 2, which
computes and passes a-posteriori information
q(αi|y, r) to decoder 2.

3. Decoder 2 passes r and α on to detector
3 which computes and passes a-posteriori
information q(βi|y, r,α) to decoder 2.

Receiver Algorithm
For the absolute values, a memoryless detec-
tor q(ri|yi) provides the same AIR as an SDD-
detector q(ri|y) and a JDD-detector q(r|y)[11]. We
find that q(ri|y) is proportional to

∑
γi

∫ ∞

−∞
P (ri)P (γi)p(θi)q(yi|ri, γi, θi)dθi. (5)

Using (4) and

∑
γi

q(yi|ri, γi, θi) ≈
π∫

−π

q(yi|ri, γ′
i, θi)dγ

′
i ∝ fi(ri)

(6)
with

fi(ri) = exp

(
− r2i
σ2
n

)
I0

(
2|yi|ri
σ2
n

)
(7)

gives the mismatched a-posteriori

q(ri|y) =
P (ri)fi(ri)∑
r̃ P (r̃)fi(r̃)

(8)

where I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the
first kind and zeroth order.

For the first stage of phase detection, a memo-
ryless detector suffices[11]. For odd i, q(γi|y, r) is
proportional to

∞∫
−∞

P (ri)P (γi)p(θi)q(yi|ri, γi, θi)dθi. (9)

The pdf q(yi|ri, γi, θi) is approximately propor-
tional to the Gaussian pdf

N
(
θi;m(∠yi − γi),

σ2
n

2|yi|ri

)
(10)

and using p(θi) = N (θi; 0, σ
2
θ), we have

q(γi|y, r) =
gi(γi)∑
γ̃ gi(γ̃)

(11)

gi(γi) = N
(
m(∠yi

− γi); 0, σ
2
θ +

σ2
n

2|yi|ri

)
(12)

where m(x) = (x+ π mod 2π)− π maps x to the
interval [−π, π).

For the second SIC-stage of phase detection,
we use algorithm 1 in[11] with inputs y, r and α.
This algorithm uses approximate message passing
so that 5n− 3 messages, each containing a mean
and variance, are passed along a factor graph
to produce n outputs, each containing a mean
and a variance. We collect the outputs in the vec-
tors µ and σ2, respectively. The corresponding
a-posteriori metric for even i is now[11]

q(γi|y, r,α) =
hi(γi)∑
γ̃ hi(γ̃)

(13)

hi(γi) = N
(
m(∠yi − γi − µi); 0, σ

2
i +

σ2
n

2|yi|ri

)
.

(14)

For more SIC-stages, the algorithm described for
the second stage is applied repeatedly.
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Fig. 3: AIR of star-QAM with 32 rings and varying np

compared to that of a CSCG using two SIC-stages.

Simulation Results

We use the same simulation setup as in[5],[6],[11]

with a 1000 km link and ideal distributed Raman
amplification. We use 24 sequences of 8192 sym-
bols each to obtain µδ, σ2

δ , σ2
θ and σ2

n, and 120
sequences of 8192 symbols each for testing.

Fig. 3 shows the AIRs of star-QAM with 32 rings
and varying cardinality of the phase constellation
np using 2 SIC-stages. We also plot the AIRs of
CSCG modulation. The AIR increases with np up
to np = 64 where the AIR of CSCG is met and satu-
rates. Since the star-QAM constellations resemble
CSCGs for a large number of rings and large np,
this result is intuitive. However, it is unclear if the
loss for small np is due to poor constellation de-
sign or approximation errors arising from assuming
q(yi|θi) is constant in θi. We remark that, since
the AIR of the phase channel is below 5 bpcu[11],
it could be supported by 32 phases.

To investigate the issue, Fig. 4 shows that star-
QAM constellations with 32 rings and 32 phases
experience a noticeable loss of AIR compared to
CSCG modulation even for memoryless additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN)-channels. We thus
expect that the loss in Fig. 3 is due to the small
phase constellation cardinality rather than an ap-
proximation error.

Fig. 5 plots the average AIRs of star-QAM with
32 rings and 128 phases. We compare perfor-
mance to those of a mismatched receiver based
on memoryless AWGN surrogate channels, a re-
ceiver using JDD and particle filtering[6], and an
upper bound on capacity[15]. The curve for 2 SIC-
stages is already closer to the JDD curve than to
the memoryless AWGN curve. This is because
the AWGN curve does not account for the phase
noise process and is smaller than the first-stage
AIR, and the second-stage AIR is already close
to the JDD AIR. Observe that the average AIR
increases with the number of SIC-stages until it
saturates near the AIR of JDD at 16 or more SIC-
stages. The curves suggest that 2-4 SIC-stages
might suffice for practical implementations.
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Fig. 4: AIR of memoryless AWGN channels with noise
variance σ2

n using 32 rings.
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Fig. 5: AIR of star-QAM with 32 rings, 128 phases, and a
varying number of SIC-stages.

Outlook
The proposed transmitter and receiver show com-
petitive performance in mitigating phase noise with
long correlations, similar to a genie-aided receiver
that can fully compensate for phase noise[11]. To
further increase the AIR, one might focus on the
inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by XPM.

For future work, the receiver could be gen-
eralized to incorporate single-channel DBP. For
this purpose, one must pay attention to nonlin-
ear phase noise and strong additive noise terms
caused by self-phase modulation (SPM)[3]. Note
that SPM can create additive noise through strong
two-pulse collisions, whereas XPM creates only
phase noise noise through such collisions[4].

Conclusion
We extended the SIC-receiver studied in[11]

to discrete modulation alphabets, in particular
probabilistically-shaped star-QAM constellations.
We recovered the AIRs computed in[11] using SIC
and CSCG, and the AIRs in[6] using JDD and par-
ticle filtering, for a 1000 km transmission link. We
found that 32 rings and 128 phases suffice when
using 16 SIC-stages. Also, 2-4 SIC-stages offer
a good trade-off between performance and com-
putational cost and might hence be interesting for
practical implementations.
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